The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1st March 2005.

Rule C.8.4 (b)
Amendment: change current rule to read as follows: “Whilst racing the mast is not permitted to be adjusted to windward of the centreplane of the hull. The shrouds of boats with adjustable shrouds must be able to be tightened to their upward limit on both sides at the same time.”

Rule C.9.1
Amendment: After “event” add “of the status National Championship or higher and”.

Rule D.3.1 (a)
Amendment: Delete “shell” and replace with “, excluding fittings, break-water and corrector weights,”

Rule E.4.3 (a)
Amendment: Change “36 mm” to “38 mm”

Rule F.4.2 (a)
Amendment: Change current rule to read as follows: “The spar including any groove or track shall be of the same material”.

Rule G.3.4
Amendment: Delete “and lowermost battens”. Delete “360 mm” and replace with “480 mm”. Add “Lowermost and” before “Intermediate battens”. Delete “510mm” and replace with “680 mm”.
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